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Introducing Azelis

A message
from our
CEO

At Azelis, we are acutely aware of the challenges posed by climate change,
the depletion of natural resources and the ever-increasing global population.
The significance of these issues leaves Azelis no other option but to move
towards sustainable solutions in all our activities.
Our company does not operate in isolation. We are part of a global industry
that plays a significant role in the economy of the world, impacting many of the
challenges noted above. We have an obligation to utilize the world's resources
in a sustainable manner. Furthermore, we are convinced that sustainable
business principles and good economic performance go hand-in-hand.
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Introducing Azelis

Azelis has long been committed to our industry’s Responsible Care® and Responsible Distribution®
programs. As a global service provider with a strongly-held spirit of innovation, sustainability has always
been at the heart of our identity, and our ambitions to be a benchmark for sustainable and responsible
behavior continue to grow.
Our Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) program was initiated in 2015 after the Paris Agreement on
climate change and the release of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development by the United Nations.
We have based our CSR program on the United Nations Global Compact (UN GC) initiative, ISO 26000
and the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). These frameworks have set clear goals and defined a structure
that companies can use to implement sustainability processes and accelerate changes to their businesses.
Throughout our CSR program we have relied on the wisdom of experts and leading organizations to
develop a thoughtful and comprehensive platform to move towards these goals. And none of this would
be possible without our fundamental promise: to embrace innovation through formulation; exploring
new opportunities with the courage to create our own path.
The significant long-term objectives of the UN GC initiative require that today’s legal and regulatory
frameworks must evolve over time to ensure those goals are met. The status quo will not suffice; merely
continuing what we have done in the past is no longer enough. Therefore, at Azelis, we have made
the business decision to be a progressive company that is actively working towards the transition to a
sustainable future and taking a lead in this historical period of change – not just waiting for regulatory
disruption to dictate change.
Our consecutive Gold awards from EcoVadis and our membership to Together for Sustainability are just
two achievements that we are incredibly proud of. We are excited to release our first sustainability report,
which highlights many other successes and ambitions for the future.
On the following pages, we will attempt to bring to life some of Azelis' extraordinary, global CSR efforts.
We hope that this report will influence and excite our partners about our sustainability achievements or
milestones, whilst also making them proud to be part of our continuing transformation into a sustainable
business. CSR remains a work in progress. However, we are confident that working together for more
sustainable solutions will strengthen the relationships with our business partners who are equally
responsible, and equally dedicated, to preserving resources for future generations. If you are ready to
start a dialogue on sustainability for your business, please get in touch.

Dr. Hans-Joachim Müller
Azelis group Chief Executive Officer
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Azelis by the numbers
Azelis is constantly evolving. Evolving from a distributor of specialty chemicals and food
ingredients, we are now a fully integrated and innovative solutions provider. We do much
more than move goods. We move markets forward. Breaking new ground in our formulation
laboratories, we combine ingredients with ideas, creating opportunities through expertise.
Our international team is united and dedicated; collaborating across more than 60 laboratories to
be a benchmark for innovation and sustainability and a catalyst that helps our customers to solve
challenges and improve lives.
The spirit of Azelis lies in the passion of our people. Click here

for our corporate video.

Figures of year end 2019
Product
innovation awards

21

(2015-2019)

Employees

+2,100*

Offices 73

Founding
year

2001
Supplier
recognition awards

32
(2015-2019)

Formulation
labs 60+
*
Including the employees of the recently
acquired company Ekin Kimya in Turkey.
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The way we operate
The Azelis Executive Committee (ExCom) oversees the company’s business strategy, ensuring effective
corporate governance and implementing a fresh, innovative vision of chemical distribution across the
world. ExCom consists of the Group CEO, regional CEOs and Group CFO.
Our company is organized in three regions: Americas, Asia Pacific and Europe Middle East Africa (EMEA).
Our structure combines the strengths of a global organization with the cultural knowledge and customer
intimacy of regional and local teams. Each region is guided by regional CEOs: Frank Bergonzi for
Americas, Laurent Nataf for Asia Pacific and Anna Bertona for EMEA.
ExCom members Dr. Hans-Joachim Müller, Azelis group CEO, and Thijs Bakker, Azelis group CFO,
are members of the Advisory Board, together with our partners from EQT, Bert Janssens and Kristiaan
Nieuwenburg. Dr. Alexandra Brand, Jürgen Buchsteiner and Dr. Antonio Trius – Dr. Trius chairs the
Board – are acting as Non-Executive Directors. Within the Board of Directors of the Azelis group, the
following formal committees have been installed: the Audit Committee (consisting of Jürgen Buchsteiner
(Chairman) and Bert Janssens) and the Remuneration & Appointment Committee (consisting of
Dr. Antonio Trius (Chairman), Bert Janssens and Dr. Hans-Joachim Müller).
Our majority stakeholder EQT is passionate about instilling sustainable business solutions in all companies
within its portfolio. This shared vision and focus on corporate social responsibility has been both
influential and invaluable in our sustainability journey.
Sustainability is in the fabric of our company, and of course is high on the agenda of ExCom and our
Advisory Board: both Azelis group CEO – Dr. Hans-Joachim Müller, and EMEA CEO – Anna Bertona, are
the ExCom sponsors of sustainability at Azelis, together with Dr. Alexandra Brand from the Advisory Board.
Additionally, at the operational level, Azelis has a CSR & Sustainability Steering Committee led by
Dr. Hans-Joachim Müller and consisting of Group CFO (Thijs Bakker), Group SHEQ & Sustainability
Director (Maria Jesus Almenar Martin), Group General Counsel & Chief Compliance Officer (Gerrit
De Vos), Group HR Director (Emanuele Ferrero), Group Communications Director (Marina Kaptein)
and, on a rotating basis, business representatives from the regions. The CSR & Sustainability Steering
Committee, in place since 2015, is responsible for our CSR policies and guidelines, ensuring their
correct implementation throughout the company, whilst generally directing and monitoring the CSR &
Sustainability Strategy and Program.
Furthermore, a multidisciplinary global sustainability task force with representatives from all regions and
led by EMEA CEO Anna Bertona was created in 2020, with the objective to align our sustainability strategy
with the emerging sustainability challenges faced by our businesses.

Azelis Executive Committee (ExCom) members from left to right:
Laurent Nataf, Frank Bergonzi, Anna Bertona, Dr. Hans-Joachim Müller, Thijs Bakker
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Advisory Board

Dr. HansJoachim Müller,
Group CEO

Executive Committee

Led by

Group CFO
Group SHEQ & Sustainability Director

CSR &
Sustainability
Steering
Committee

Group General Counsel & Chief Compliance Officer
Group Communications Director
Group HR Director
Business representatives

CSR &
Sustainability
Strategy and
Program

Multidisciplinary
global
sustainability
task force

Led by

Anna Bertona,
EMEA CEO
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Sustainability highlights
2015-2020
To access additional web

content click the icons below.

2015
Creation of Azelis CSR program

2015
EcoVadis
Bronze rating

2015
Creation of the CSR & Sustainability
Steering Committee

2016
Azelis joins UN
Global Compact
initiative

2017
Azelis signs its first CSR Policy and
Sustainable Procurement Policy

2017
EcoVadis
Silver rating

October 2018
EcoVadis
Gold rating
Signing of the policy by ExCom members, Gerrit De
Vos, Emanuele Ferrero, Maria J. Almenar Martin

2018

May 2019
Being members of the trade
associations FECC and NACD,
Azelis now joins ICTA, the
International Chemical Trade
Association, established in 2016 to
represent the interests of over 1,300
chemical distributors worldwide

September 2019
Appointment of Group
Technical Innovation
Director, with a focus on
bringing sustainability into
lab work and organization

February 2020
Proud new member of
Together for Sustainability

February 2020
EcoVadis Gold rating
awarded for the
second time

March 2020
Creation of multidisciplinary
global sustainability task force

July 2020
Publication of first Azelis
sustainability report

Beyond 2020
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Creating value

Our CSR program and values
Foundations of our CSR program
Azelis has long been committed to Responsible Care® (RC) and Responsible Distribution® (RD). These are
voluntary initiatives from the chemical industry for the continuous improvement of Health, Safety and
Environment (HSE) standards. However, being a global distributor, we needed a broader program to assist
us with the increasing challenges in the entire supply chain. We started to work on our CSR program in
2015, following the ambitious and binding Paris Agreement of 2015.
RC and RD focus on operational aspects of HSE, while the principles of Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) take additional social aspects into account. The combination of CSR, RC and RD therefore provides
a comprehensive framework for Azelis to address sustainability:

CSR
• Company values
• Fair operating practices
• Labor practices
• Human rights
• Consumer issues
• ISO 26000/SDG/GRI*

Sustainability
Environment
protection
Legal requirements
Community
interaction
Continuous
improvement

RC and RD
• Operations
• HSE performance
improvement
• Product stewardship
• ESAD/TPV**

Reporting

SDG: Sustainable Development Goals – GRI: Global Reporting Initiative
ESAD/TPV: RC Third Party Verification scheme

*

**
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As a member of the United Nations Global Compact initiative since December 2016, we have based our
program on the ten principles of the United Nations Global Compact regarding human rights, labor,
environment and anti-corruption, and the principles of ISO 26000 and the Global Reporting Initiative
(GRI). Our program is built on 25 KPIs within four main pillars: People, Sustainable procurement, Fair
business practices and Resources and environment.

People

Sustainable
procurement

Fair business
practices

Resources and
environment

The success of our CSR program is supported by the implementation of our core ISO 9001:2015 certified
processes. These include risk assessment, legal and regulatory watch, documentation, competencies,
audit, non-conformities management, management reviews, innovation, supplier evaluation and quality
control, and operational sales and logistics processes.
With this program, we seek to optimize our existing processes and fair operating practices, and at the
same time establishing a more resilient supply chain as a result of good due diligence processes and
risk management. Our aim is also to create sustainable innovations and concepts in our application labs
which we can share with our partners to make the future more sustainable together.

Azelis sustainability report
CSR indicators and targets
Azelis CSR Management System
1. People

The 4
CSR pillars

2. Sustainable procurement
3. Fair business practices
4. Resources and environment

Industry
CSR
standards

• ISO 26000:2010
• GRI – Global Reporting Initiative
• UN Global Compact and UN SDG
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Monitoring our progress
In 2018 Azelis launched a company-wide initiative to collect non-financial indicators (People, Sustainable
procurement, Fair business practices, Resources and environment) with a dedicated online platform.
This is the third consecutive year in which we have collected non-financial indicators. The 2020
indicators are currently being analyzed to define the Azelis sustainability objectives and related strategy
for 2021 and beyond.
Some of the non-financial indicators that have been identified as Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are
included in this sustainability report.

Our Corporate Social Responsibility Policy
Azelis’ Corporate Social Responsibility Policy is to conduct our business to align our values and
behavior with the expectations and needs of stakeholders and society. This is our commitment
to sustainability.
Click here

to view and download our Corporate Social Responsibility Policy.

Our Sustainable Procurement Policy
The relationships with our principals and suppliers are of paramount importance, and Sustainable
procurement is a core part of our CSR practices. Our Sustainable Procurement Policy covers People,
Resources and environment, and Fair operating practices including due diligence on conflict minerals.
Azelis' principals and suppliers are assessed against the standards set out in our
Sustainable Procurement Policy.
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The Azelis values
The Azelis values are embedded in everything we do and form the solid foundation of our relationships
with customers, principals, suppliers and other stakeholders. We listen to our people on the ground, we
provide space and opportunity for all good initiatives, and we stimulate innovation and ambition. Servicing
a wide array of industries, we try to be the best local champion for each one of them. This is only possible
through our focused and dedicated people, who can combine industry qualifications and experience with
deep local market knowledge. We stay abreast of the latest market trends and serve on various industry
bodies, making sure to share our knowledge both internally and externally.

We are innovative.
Embracing an entrepreneurial culture that empowers our people, ensuring they can explore
different ways of thinking to create new opportunities for customers and principals.

We are respectful.
Balancing hunger with humility as we strive to become a benchmark for sustainability,
dedicating our professional lives to the future of our customers, our principals and our planet.

We are focused.
Delivering unrivaled service and building trusted partnerships, alongside providing uniquely
tailored solutions in response to deep local knowledge and emerging market trends.

We are knowledgeable.
Collaborating with principals, colleagues and customers to blend ideas and expertise to deliver
market-leading solutions to improve people’s lives globally.
Click here

to learn more about the Azelis values.
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Materiality matrix
Our materiality matrix contains a list of key sustainability topics for Azelis. These topics were identified by
the Azelis CSR & Sustainability Steering Committee, a multidisciplinary team consisting of representatives
from the business, HR, Compliance, SHEQ and Sustainability, and top management:

Topics

Issues

CSR at Azelis

CSR strategy
CSR communication

Governance

Ethics
Compliance
Crisis management
Data privacy and security
Stakeholders dialogue

Products and innovation

Sustainable procurement
Product stewardship
Sustainable innovation
Preservation of resources and biodiversity

Labor practices

Health, safety and security
Diversity and inclusion
Employee attraction and retention
Respect for human rights
Fight against discrimination
Working conditions

Environment

Energy management and climate change
Waste management
Prevention of pollution

Societal

Involvement in social development

Table 1: Materiality topics and CSR issues
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Methodology
In order to select the CSR topics to be considered for the materiality assessment and rating by both
external and internal stakeholders, we created benchmarks:
• Sector initiatives (Responsible Care® and Responsible Distribution®, Together for Sustainability (TfS))
•E
 volution of CSR global and specific frameworks: Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB),
EcoVadis, ISO 26000, United Nations Global Compact (UN GC)
• Environmental, Social & Governance (ESG) requirements from investors
A total of 127 CSR and sustainability issues were listed; these issues were evaluated by the CSR &
Sustainability Steering Committee and were consolidated in six topics and a total of 21 non-financial
issues were selected (see Table 1).
A series of interviews were held with different internal and external stakeholders to rate these issues.
For each issue, stakeholders were asked to define it as a risk or an opportunity and to rate it as high,
medium or low.
Additionally, internal stakeholders were asked to evaluate the maturity level of each of these issues.
Graph 1 represents
Azelis stakeholders:
1. Major impact on Azelis
2. Moderate impact on Azelis

Opinion
leaders
Academia and
the scientific
community

3. Minor impact on Azelis

Trade
associations

3

2

Media
1

Trade
unions
Government
and regulators

Local
communities
Competitors
Clients /
Employees customers
Credit rating
Principals
bodies
Environment
Government
Partners
and regulators
Supranational
Investors /
Banks
institutions
shareholders
Suppliers
Government
Insurers and
and regulators
Trade re-insurers Opinion
leaders
associations

NGOs and
pressure groups

Graph 1: Azelis stakeholders mapping

Note: In order to identify our key stakeholders we mapped them,
and only those stakeholders within sphere 1 (major impact to Azelis)
were invited to the materiality interviews.
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The key material issues or most important sustainability topics for Azelis are related to Governance,
People, Products and Innovation, and CSR in general. The results of this analysis were formalized in the
following materiality matrix.

Materiality matrix of Azelis

Crisis management

Impact on external stakeholders

Respect for human rights
Health, safety and security
Fight against discrimination
Working conditions
CSR strategy
Preservation of resources and biodiversity
Sustainable
Diversity and inclusion
innovation
Prevention of pollution
Waste management
Involvement in social development

Ethics
Compliance

Data privacy and security
Product stewardship
Sustainable procurement
Employee attraction and retention
CSR communication

Stakeholders
dialogue
Energy
management
and climate
change

Importance for the organisation

Graph 2: Materiality matrix
The results of the materiality assessment will be the focus of our ongoing sustainability strategy, placing
sustainable products and innovation, and sustainable supply chains at the center of our strategy. Even
though we plan to review this exercise again in three years, any additional sustainability topic that
could have an impact on our organization will be the focus of any update before the next materiality
assessment review.
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Our framework and
industry involvements
Responsible Care® and Responsible Distribution®
Since the very beginning, Azelis has been abiding by Responsible Care® and Responsible Distribution®.
These are voluntary initiatives from the chemical industry, for the continuous improvement of HSE
(Health, Safety and Environment) standards. Responsible Care, Responsible Distribution® and our
sustainability strategy, provide together a comprehensive framework for all the efforts Azelis makes
throughout the entire supply chain and beyond.
As a company, we ensure that we provide a safe work environment and make sure that all of our
employees are suitably trained. We regularly assess and continually improve our operating systems,
distribution network and product stewardship, with respect to their impact on the health and safety
of our employees, customers and the general public. At all times we aim to go beyond the legislative
requirements, along with being responsive to the concerns of our employees and the public.
The UN Global Compact initiative is the world’s largest corporate sustainability initiative and a call for
companies to align strategies and operations with universal principles on human rights, labor, environment
and anti-corruption, and to take actions that advance societal goals. As a signatory, we report annually
on our progress towards the set goals for Sustainable Development. Azelis also supports the UN strategy
of achieving the 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) by 2030. These goals were defined in
September 2015 when the 193 UN member states adopted a set of 17 SDGs to be achieved by 2030 in
order to end poverty, ensure prosperity for all, and protect the environment.
We have identified what can be influenced by us as a company and as a community and through
our commitments, we are contributing to the following SDGs (which are also highlighted per pillar
in this report):
= The SDGs we contribute to
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EcoVadis Gold
EcoVadis has become a trusted provider of business sustainability ratings,
intelligence and collaborative performance improvement tools for the global
supply chain. Their CSR assessment methodology covers 198 purchasing
categories, 155 countries, and 21 CSR indicators. The methodology is an
evaluation of how well a company has integrated the principles of sustainability/
CSR into their business and management system. Their methodology is built on
international sustainability standards, including the Global Reporting Initiative, the
United Nations Global Compact, and the ISO 26000. Our EcoVadis Gold rating
was an important prerequisite for Azelis’ membership of Together for Sustainability
(TfS), a global initiative for sustainable supply chains.

2018

*

The EcoVadis overall score (0-100) reflects the quality of the company’s CSR
performance at the time of the assessment. To obtain the Gold rating, a company
must score between 66 and 72. In 2020 Azelis achieved 70 points, a two-point
increase compared to our previous result in October 2018, ensuring we achieved
another Gold rating, for the second time in a row. Azelis was assessed on four
pillars: environment, labor and human rights, ethics and sustainable procurement.
With this high score, we are ranked in the top 1% of distributors evaluated by
EcoVadis and the top 2% of the 60,000 suppliers assessed by EcoVadis in all
categories – an achievement we are very proud of.

70/100 for
EcoVadis
assessment
(Feb 2020)

*
Gold received in October 2018 and
second-time Gold in February 2020.
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Together for Sustainability (TfS)
TfS, a joint initiative and global network of chemical companies, delivers the de facto global standard
for environmental, social and governance performance of chemical supply chains. The TfS program is
based on the UN Global Compact and Responsible Care® principles. With its headquarters in Europe,
TfS is growing into a global organization with regional representation, and has strategic partnerships in
Asia, North America and South America.
The TfS framework, which includes both TfS Assessments and TfS Audits, allows member companies to
assess the environmental, labor and human rights, ethical and sustainable procurement performance of
their suppliers. This, in turn, helps drive and deliver tangible, measurable improvements of their suppliers,
as well as their own sustainability performance. TfS introduced its global framework and tools to create
transparency around the sustainability performance of chemical companies and their suppliers, creating
the visibility that would allow members to collaborate and continuously improve performance. Unique
to the TfS concept is that the results of TfS Assessments and TfS Audits are shared with all member
companies, following the consent of the supplier.

Azelis’ membership to TfS complements both
our membership to UN Global Compact and our
Gold rating from EcoVadis, making Azelis part of
the global network of 26 TfS member companies,
representing a combined turnover in the chemical
industry of €424 billion and a global spend of
€282 billion.
It is an honor for Azelis to belong to this elite group
of forward-thinking and future-facing companies;
we all share the vision and determination to drive
the much-needed change towards a sustainable
way of running business. Another exciting
benefit of our membership to TfS is to ensure
that the voice of specialty chemical distributors
is heard. Not only will this help to positively alter
perceptions of the chemical industry, it will enable
us to learn from, as well as share, best practices
with other TfS members; ultimately helping us to
further improve our own CSR and sustainability
standards.
Azelis has significantly expanded its global footprint
over the last couple of years. Our main strategic
goal is to grow organically, but we always remain
open to acquisition candidates with a good cultural
fit, an innovation-driven service approach and a
reputable set of suppliers.

Over the last few years we have completed a
number of acquisitions across all the regions
in which we operate. Integration of so many
new companies – who may bring different
technologies, business practices and processes
– requires a robust and uniform due diligence
procedure on our suppliers. It requires impeccable
credibility and independent external verification,
so that we can continue to offer our customers
the best products from the best suppliers.
This is exactly what TfS offers, sharing its
assessments and audit reports on a global
platform that spans our entire supplier range.
By implementing TfS across our organization,
we aim to further embed sustainable procurement
processes in our sales organization, improve the
training of our salesforce and better establish
sustainability targets. The independent verification
provided by TfS will also help us to continually
strengthen our due diligence process when
evaluating our global supply chains.
Being a TfS member will enhance our
sustainability profile both internally and externally.
Our employees know that sustainability is a
critical strategic pillar for our company in the
coming years, and this membership is yet another
testament to that commitment. Externally, this
membership provides greater visibility of our
dedication to sustainability to existing and potential
partners and helps to create a plethora of new
opportunities.
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The arrival of Azelis marks an important step
for TfS as it will enable our initiative to further
deliver on its mission and core strategy to drive
and improve the sustainability impact of global
chemical supply chains. By joining TfS, Azelis will
fully benefit from the TfS innovative framework,
collaborative mindset and robust tools to assess
and improve the sustainability performance of its
supplying companies, while increasing its own
responsible sourcing program.
Bertrand Conquéret, TfS President
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Azelis’ value creation model
What we depend on:
Our people
2,100+ skilled, experienced
and dedicated employees
Our partners
~3,000 suppliers, offering a
“lateral value chain” of products
for ~45,000 customers

Our intellectual capital
60+ formulation labs and
technical centers across
8 market segments; IT and
digital capabilities; A flexible
cloud-based infrastructure

Our shareholders
EQT and PSP, committed
to our growth strategy and
sustainability

Our environment
Global sourcing and
distribution of 35,000 products;
Use of utilities

Our locations
73 offices in 44 countries;
A network of warehouses

Our services
Our promise
Innovation through
formulation

Technical
support and
formulation
development

Our purpose

Marketing,
sampling
and sales

Sustainability

Our values
Innovative,
respectful, focused,
knowledgeable

Product
stewardship
and quality
management
systems

Warehousing,
transport

Our people
develop innovative
and sustainable
solutions that give
our customers
and principals the
competitive edge
they are looking for
and enhance the
lives of consumers
worldwide

Who we create value for:
Our people
Safe and rewarding work
environment; Training and
development; Culture of
diversity and inclusion
Our partners
High-quality products, available
in smaller pack sizes; Innovative
formulations; Business
development; Trend and market
knowledge; Technical expertise

All data is from 2019

Our intellectual capital
Global applications lab network
employing best practices to serve
local customers and suppliers;
Digital innovation including E-lab
and customer portal
Our environment
Responsible sourcing and
promotion of sustainable
procurement; Product
stewardship; Minimizing our
impact on the environment

Our shareholders
€2.15B of profitable revenues
Our locations
Smooth integration of
companies and scalable
organic expansion; Reliable
supply chain, incl. hubs, for our
partners
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Our commitment to our people

We pride ourselves on being a progressive
employer, fostering equal opportunities and
embracing diversity across our business.
Professional growth and development are
promoted alongside a responsible attitude to
the work-life balance and well-being of our
2,100-strong team.
Emanuele Ferrero, Group HR Director

Azelis employs around 2,100 people across the world in more than 40 countries. We value highly
competent, forward-looking talents with a passion for entrepreneurship. As an integrated international
group, we provide an opportunity for professional growth and progress as Azelis continues to grow
and develop. We care deeply about our employees, putting in place programs that allow us not only to
recognize their talents and career aspirations, but also to help them fulfill those aspirations by providing
professional training and challenging career opportunities. We encourage our employees to express their
opinions. This provides us with the opportunity to act upon their feedback and continuously improve the
work atmosphere.
We are an equal opportunity employer, seeking diverse workplaces and embracing inclusion across all
areas of our organization. Collaboration, participation and contribution are all championed, building an
environment where everyone can feel included and supported.

Azelis population (year end 2019)
% of people working by gender

% of women in leadership positions

Number of nationalities
44

20.6%
Men
46.7%

Women
53.3%

60 years of age
and above

Between
50 and 59

% of age population
9.5%

13.0%

24.6%

26.1%

Between
20 and 29

Between
30 and 39

26.8%
Between
40 and 49
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Enable our
employee
development

Promote employee
life balance and
well-being

Ensure diversity
and equal
opportunities

SDGs we contribute to:

With an average review score of 3.6 out of 5 and a
‘Refer to a Friend’ score of 73% out of 100%*, Azelis
achieved an excellent score in the group of chemical
distribution companies as rated by Glassdoor, one of
the world’s largest job and recruiting sites with a big
database of company reviews.
*
Results in September 2019. In July 2020, the average review score has improved to 3.7 out
of 5 and the ‘Refer to a Friend’ rating has risen to 81% out of 100%.

Implementation of state-of-the-art
Human Capital Management System
In 2019 Azelis decided to implement Workday, an integrated, state-of-the-art Human Capital Management
(HCM) System, with the target of raising the level of HR services the company offers to its people,
by focusing on the following key, value-adding HR processes: Talent attraction, Onboarding, Talent
management and retention, Succession planning, Learning and development, Compensation and benefits,
Offboarding, Compliance and data protection, Reporting, and Self-service. In December 2019, the first
three modules (Core HCM, Recruitment and Performance management) were rolled out successfully.
They will be followed in 2020 and 2021 by Talent management and Talent pools, Succession planning,
Learning and development, and Advanced compensation.
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Employee Satisfaction Survey
Since 2007 we have systematically monitored the degree of engagement, motivation and loyalty
of our employees by means of an anonymous Employee Satisfaction Survey. We are proud to stand
out in our industry for placing importance on regularly reviewing the feedback of our employees.
The survey focuses on eight drivers of engagement, namely: Reputation, Azelis ExCom, Supervisor,
Collaboration, Working conditions, Job content, Total remuneration, and Learning and development.
The survey is managed by an independent third-party provider, in order to guarantee full employee
confidentiality. The purpose of this survey is to put in place employee-driven initiatives in all local Azelis
companies to improve these drivers and measure the progress made every two years by means of a new
survey; this approach has been in place since 2014.

Engagement

Loyalty

Supervisor

Satisfaction

Faithfulness

Collaboration

Engagement

Loyalty

Working conditions

Motivation

Dedication

Drivers
Reputation
The Azelis ExCom

Job content
Total remuneration
Learning and development

Azelis specific areas
(Regional) Managing Director
The response rate – a key indicator of engagement – and the scores of the eight drivers of engagement
have continuously improved over the years. In 2018 the response rate reached 93.2%, with five of
the eight drivers having high scores (>75) and no drivers receiving low scores (<59), as defined by the
methodology. Of particular note, the 2018 score of the Learning and development driver was 75, +1
versus our prior survey and +8 versus an external benchmark handed to us by our provider (“Global
Employee & Leadership Index” or GELx).
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Indicators
1. Enable our employee development
1. Number of training hours per employee: 9.4 in 2019 (+14% vs. 2018).
Training refers to:

14%

• all types of vocational, job-related trainings, e.g. product and technical trainings,
sales trainings, etc.;

vs. 2018

• any other trainings such as IT, languages and managerial skills;
• any educational, study and exam leave paid for by the company;
• any external training and education attended and paid for – either totally or partially – by the company;
training does not include on-the-job training delivered by company employees.

75

2. % internal promotions vs. opened job positions: 37% in 2019 (31% in 2018)
3. Employee satisfaction survey 2018 score - Score of 75 for one of the drivers
of engagement: 'Learning and development', a one-point increase versus
the previous survey.

2. Promote employee life balance and well-being
We added a new statement to the 2018 Employee Satisfaction Survey for the
driver of engagement 'Working conditions': "It is easy to combine a career and
a personal life in my company". As this is a new statement, we cannot draw
comparison with the previous surveys, but its score was aligned with
the overall 2018 Engagement score of 70.

Up 1 point
from previous
survey

New

70

3. Ensure equal opportunity and diversity
Azelis

Employee Satisfaction Survey 2018

Men
46.7%

Women
53.3%

(1,002)

(1,143)

Score of one of the
statements of the driver
of engagement 'Total
remuneration': "There
are equal opportunities
for everybody no matter
who you are."

70
Up 1 point
from previous
survey

General Management Team (GMT)
Women
20.6%
(13)

Men
79.4%
(50)

Score of the following
statement of the driver
of engagement 'Learning
and development': "I can
influence my professional
and personal development".

74
Same score
as previous
survey
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Occupational injury and accident
Number of workplace accidents with no lost time

53

Number of workplace accidents with lost time

7

Total number of lost days due to workplace accidents

50

Theoretical number of hours worked

3,758,829

Number of lost hours due to sickness absence

57,247.6

Total number of hours worked

3,701,581.4

Workplace accident frequency rate

1.93%

Workplace accident severity rate

0.01%

Rate of sickness

1.53%

Number of accidents in itinere (during commute) – with or without
corporal damage or environmental consequences – which have been
reported to the authorities

9
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1. Enable our employee development
Maintaining and developing a learning culture is a key success factor for Azelis. We are committed
to training and developing employees to their full potential. Learning is highly valued and every
individual has a responsibility to manage their own learning. We encourage and empower our
employees to take ownership of their development, while we ensure appropriate procedures to
plan, deliver and evaluate the training and development activities of each individual.

Azelis in Action: Creating a Sales Academy
to support our sales teams
In July 2018, we launched the first edition of the Sales Academy across the EMEA region. The first session
of the EMEA Sales Academy took place in Antwerp, and has been followed by another five editions
comprising 126 participants from 20 different countries. The objective of the Sales Academy is threefold.
Firstly, we want to support our sales team so they can achieve even better results for our customers.
Secondly, the Sales Academy ensures a harmonized way of working based on our best practices and
business ethics. Last but not least, we want to form a network of Azelis representatives across all
countries and market segments.

Sales Academy edition 2019

Azelis in Action: Developing talent with
the Azelis Americas University
Developing talent and succession planning are an important focus for Azelis
Americas, particularly for the sales force as its largest group. Azelis Americas
University (AAU) was established in 2019 to help meet this need. AAU is a new
program that recruits candidates for the market segment CASE (coatings,
adhesives, sealants and elastomers) from on-campus recruitment at select
universities such as Texas A&M, University of Georgia, University of Cincinnati,
and University of Texas. The chosen candidates move through a rotation
program to learn about our company, products and businesses. The rotation
program typically includes three to six months in a lab, a month or two working
with a supply chain team, and some time working with an inside sales team.
Participants then shadow technical sales representatives until being moved into
their own territory. The effectiveness of this approach is being evaluated with a
future goal of replicating the program in all market segments in the Americas.
As the #1 Specialty Chemical Distributor in the Americas, we work
in a wide range of exciting and innovative industries.

2020

Azelis Americas at a glance

14

offices

70%

13,400+

customer
facing staff

Market Segments we serve:

customers

Adding value to your business
Specialist product and application
expertise and business know-how,
enables us to add value in all our
business relationships.

Our values:

• Entrepreneurial
• Focused
• Knowledgeable

representing

30

500+ employees

core
manufacturers

9

labs &
technical
centers

$1B

invoiced
sales1

Industrial Chemicals
CASE
Rubber & Plastic Additives
Lubricants & Metal Working Fluids
Essential Chemicals
Life Sciences
Food & Health
Homecare & Industrial Cleaning
Personal Care
Pharma
Specialty Agri/Horti

Azelis Americas – preparing the
next generation of leaders.

visit azelis.com/us

Leominster, Mass

Oak Creek, WI

Westport, CT

Glenn
Glenn provides comprehensive service through the delivery
of specialty chemical solutions for the formulation of Personal
Care and Home Care & Industrial Cleaning products.

Cincinnati, OH

Sante Fe Springs, CA

Pheonix, AZ

Garland, TX

Atlanta, GA

Shreveport, LA

Sanford, FL

ADAPCO©
ADAPCO© is the world’s largest distributor of innovative
insecticide products, technology, and equipment to the
professional mosquito control industry.

Azelis Americas CASE
Specialty chemical distributor focused on providing the
CASE and urethane markets with technical solutions that
can spur growth for both suppliers and customers.

Azelis Canada
Azelis Canada is a leading distributor of specialty chemicals
and food ingredients in Canada.

Construction Solutions
Construction Solutions is a national business that operates
within the CASE market segment providing a full breadth of
products, technical support and an application lab dedicated
to the construction market.

DeWolf Chemical
DeWolf provides comprehensive service through the delivery
of specialty chemical solutions for the formulation of Personal
Care and Home Care & Industrial Cleaning products.

MARCOR
Marcor is a specialty ingredient supplier to the Food and
Health industry as well as offering a full line of microbiology
media ingredients.

Top Rated
Specialty Chemical
Distributor in
America

Monson
Monson offers one of the most comprehensive lubricants,
metalworking and grease portfolio and technical support in
North America.
Red River Specialties
Red River Specialties is one of the nation’s leading distributors
of specialty products for Industrial Vegetation Management/
Aquatics, Range and Pasturelands/Noxious Weeds and
Forest Land Management.
Ross Organic
Ross Organic is a leader in the sales of eco-friendly, natural,
mild and value-added specialty ingredients for the cosmetic,
personal care and home care industries.

For additional information about
starting your career at Azelis or to
listen to what some of our young
professionals want to share with you:

azelis.com/en/about-azelis/careers/working-at-azelis
Azelis Americas

33 Riverside Ave
Westport, CT 06880
P 203 274 8691
03/20
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Azelis in Action: Creating opportunities for
apprentices in the UK
We have taken advantage of the Apprenticeship Levy operated by the UK Government to offer training
opportunities to UK employees. This program launched in September 2019 and to date we have enrolled
nine employees in various training courses that will enable them to achieve certain industry qualifications.
We plan to further roll out opportunities to other Azelis UK employees in 2020.

Azelis in Action: Stimulating personal growth
through talent mobility
With our people commitments, we want to enable employee development, promote their life balance and
well-being and ensure equal opportunity and diversity. Talent mobility is one of the ways we stimulate our
employee development. As Azelis continues to grow, new opportunities appear around the globe. Offering
these opportunities to existing employees and a chance to discover new worlds, progress and personal
development, is at the heart of our talent mobility initiative. What exactly is talent mobility? It is the practice
of moving people within an organization, in order to make sure that new skills will be gained and sharpened
through the employees’ new roles and responsibilities. Mobility is not only about changing geographies, it
can also entail a change of function.
Click on the portraits to read
their talent mobility stories

Azelis in Action: Reinventing inductions for
new employees in the Americas
In the 2018 Employee Satisfaction Survey, Azelis Americas achieved an unsatisfactory score of 64 for the
statement “Adequate induction and training programs for new employees”. The overall score of the driver
‘Working conditions’ was 76. This significant discrepancy, along with the critical nature of induction, led Azelis
Americas to launch the Mastery Training system, providing both mandatory, compliance, and voluntary training
(managerial, customer service, communication skills, sales, hard skills/excel) curriculum for employees.
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2. Promote employee life balance and well-being
Azelis values the importance of a healthy work-life balance for its employees by implementing
flexible working schedules, offering health care programs and rolling out new initiatives
to continuously support or improve the well-being of its employees. In the 2018 Employee
Satisfaction Survey we added the following statement: “It is easy to combine a career and my
personal life in my company” to the questions and statements dedicated to the driver 'Working
conditions'. The aim was to integrate the results and the improvement actions related to this
statement with our CSR program. This question was measured for the first time in 2018. Apart from
having different working schedules in place, Azelis also has added special leave and time reduction
schemes which allow our employees to spend more time with their children when needed.

Azelis in Action: Implementing our UK Employee
Assistance Programme
Azelis UK has put in place an Employment Assistance Programme (EAP) with the assistance of ‘Care first’,
an EAP provider. The EAP provides Azelis employees with telephone counseling plus six face-to-face
sessions per employee concern/issue, based on a clinical telephone assessment. All calls are answered by
British Association for Counselling & Psychotherapy (BACP) accredited counsellors. ‘Care first’ provides
information, advice and counseling on a wide range of workplace and personal issues such as stress,
pregnancy, debt, landlords, neighbors, nutrition and more. This service is available 24/7, completely
confidential and free of charge for all Azelis UK employees.

Azelis in Action: Increasing paid leave to exceed
statutory requirements in Singapore
Azelis Singapore increased the paid annual leave entitlement of all its employees by 20 percent.
The number of days of leave – which does not include statutory public holidays – was raised, significantly
exceeding the provisions of the Singapore Employment Act. In addition, the company decided to grant
three additional paid days of leave for every five years of service with the company. The Singapore
office also extended childcare leave to all employees, including foreign employees who were previously
excluded from this entitlement in accordance with the provisions of the Singapore Employment Act.
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3. Ensure diversity and equal opportunities
Azelis is committed to supporting equal opportunities and opposes all forms of unlawful or unfair
discrimination on the grounds of race, color, nationality, ethnic origin, gender, sexual orientation,
marital status, working time status, age, unrelated criminal convictions, religion or religious
beliefs, political views and disability. Furthermore, we believe the diversity of our employees
creates significant value, and we respect each and every individual.

Azelis in Action: Preventing sexual harassment
As a follow-up on new work regulations, Azelis India conducted a POSH (Prevention of Sexual Harassment)
employee sensitization program for its employees in December 2019. It was an interactive session during
which employees were trained on recognizing and preventing sexual harassment at work through team
activities, videos, and specific scenarios.

Azelis in Action: Championing recruitment
inclusivity in Lebanon
For recruitment in the Lebanese office, the team at recently acquired Orkila has collaborated with
ProAbled, a local NGO that supports people with disabilities by providing training for specific positions
on the job market, then putting them in contact with potential employers. The recent hire commented
as follows:
I am very grateful for the opportunity I was given by Orkila (now part of Azelis) considering the
current difficult economic situation in Lebanon, in particular for disabled people. The company’s
commitment to welcome more colleagues with special needs and the warm welcome from the
whole team leaves me optimistic about the evolution of our situation.
At Orkila (now part of Azelis) we have always encouraged our managers
to be inclusive in their recruitment. The current difficult situation in
Lebanon motivated us to speed up our commitment. The experience is
very positive for all of us and we are convinced that it will serve as an
example that we will promote in the whole region.
Chris Sacy, Managing Director, Azelis MEA
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To ensure the objectivity of the recruitment process and select the candidates with the most suitable
profile regardless of their race, color, nationality, ethnic origin, sex, sexual orientation, marital status,
age or religion, Azelis uses online assessment tests in many countries across the world.
Online psychometric assessments are web-based tests and questionnaires utilized during the
recruitment process to measure candidates’ skills, abilities and personality characteristics.
Additionally, Azelis works with an external service provider which hosts tests and questionnaires
and provides the results in order to ensure transparency and objectivity during the process.

How Azelis was able to maintain a good female/male ratio
Number of male and female employees (FTE) on 31st December
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Companies who are more diverse are better able
to win top talent and improve their customer
orientation, employee satisfaction and decision
making, and ultimately perform better financially.
This is not true only for gender diversity but
for any form of diversity – culture, age, sexual
orientation, physical impairments, work
experience; having a truly diverse workforce is
likely to bring additional competitive advantage.
Studies suggest also that having female senior
leaders creates less gender discrimination
in recruitment, promotion and retention.
Anna Bertona, Chief Executive Officer & President,
Azelis EMEA
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We are a positive catalyst for change across
our network of principals and suppliers.
Our commitment to sustainable procurement
and sustainable product and formulation
development encourages global partners
to join our journey towards being a global
sustainability benchmark.
Dr. Heli Kilpala, Group Strategy & Digitalization Director

Azelis has committed to the principles of sustainable procurement through a global charter for the
evaluation of our supply chain. We have conducted an internal risk assessment and we will continue to
work with our suppliers and principals to ensure that the principles of CSR are respected throughout the
entire supply chain.
With our recent membership to TfS we are able to implement a strong due diligence procedure in
our supply chain. EcoVadis assessments allow us to evaluate our principals and suppliers against CSR
principles including social issues, environmental issues and governance practices. TfS then provides the
necessary infrastructure to organize on-site supplier audits against the same CSR principles. Through
our supplier due diligence procedure, we reduce multiple risks for our customers: supply security,
reputational risks and regulatory risks.
The TfS process is explained in the figure below:

TfS Member

Spend
and Risk
Analysis

Supplier
Code of
Conduct

Together for Sustainability

TfS
Assessment
by TfS partner
EcoVadis

TfS Supplier
Audit by
TfS Audit
companies

TfS
Assessment
Corrective
Action Plan

TfS Member

TfS
Assessment
or TfS Audit
by TfS key
partners

Follow-up
and manage
business
relationship

TfS Audit
Corrective
Action Plan

Sharing of sustainability assessment and
audit reports with all TfS members

It remains each TfS member’s
individual responsibility
to embed expectations in
business relationship

TfS offers the infrastructure that supports a high
quality of third-party sustainability assessments
and audits, as well as efficient and web-based data
sharing of audit and assessment results

Sustainability rating
used as criterion for
individual purchasing
decisions
Source: Together for Sustainability
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Promote
sustainable product
development of
Azelis suppliers

Continually
assess our
principals and
suppliers and
implement
due diligence
processes
for CSR

Stimulate
innovative
sustainable
formulation
development in
our formulation
labs

SDGs we contribute to:
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1. Promote sustainable product development
of Azelis suppliers
As a distributor, we have a privileged position between suppliers and customers that gives us
the ability to cascade our customers’ requirements — including sustainability — to our many
principals and suppliers, and to leverage our partnerships with both our suppliers and customers
to further develop their sustainable product offerings. This structure puts us in an ideal position to
maximize customer satisfaction on sustainability.
Our suppliers expect us to actively promote the sustainable development of their product
portfolio. We provide our customers with formulation support, application kits and videos as well
as organize customer days in our application labs with an emphasis on sustainable alternatives.
Click here to view our lab videos

To cater to the sustainable product demand of our
customers, our application labs increasingly strive
to offer sustainable innovations and concepts. By
providing the right ingredients and demonstrating
innovative formulations created and evaluated in
our formulation labs, Azelis works together with its
customers to make our future more sustainable.
Ron Rosenberg, Group Technical Innovation Director
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Azelis in Action: Delivering educational
Nutri-Score workshops in France
In October 2018, the French government launched a new
health initiative: the Nutri-Score food label. This labeling system
was created to make it easier for consumers to make healthier
choices when shopping for food. The Nutri-Score label has
since been introduced to the European Commission which is
looking into launching it across Europe.
The Nutri-Score system works with a color scale in combination
with a letter code to highlight healthier options within the same
product group. The color and the letter of the Nutri-Score label
are determined by an algorithm created by the French Nutritional
Epidemiology Research Team.
With this labeling system, some customers' products were identified with a low Nutri-Score and
confronted with the need for a better recipe that would balance the different ingredients without
interfering with the taste of the products. The Food & Health team of Azelis France embraced this new
way of guiding consumers in healthy eating and extensively experimented with the labeling requirements
– assessing the factors that lead to high or low scores, while identifying ways of improvement.
They understood the upcoming need from the industry for ingredient solutions to reduce or replace
sugar, salt or fat, in order to improve the Nutri-Score of existing products. The support that Azelis France
has given to customers has been on two levels: there was an educational component with tools and
workshops to help them understand how the Nutri-Score works, and there was practical support on a
product level to help customers understand how to formulate differently and guide them to ingredients
in our portfolio that would combine to create products with a good Nutri-Score.
The team organized several events to inform customers and suppliers about the new needs and
expectations that were created following the introduction of the labeling regime. There was also a
Nutri-Score Customer Day with a conference, workshops, tasting sessions and a market review of trends
linked to the new food label. Other Azelis countries have adopted their tools as well.
For Food Ingredients Europe (FiE) 2019, the leading trade show for food and beverage ingredients, Azelis’
EMEA Food and Health team also developed several innovative formulations which were focused on great,
indulgent taste while maintaining a healthy Nutri-Score.
To discover these products click here
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Azelis in Action: Replacing traditional solvents
with sustainable alternatives
Within our Home Care market segment and together with some key partners, we developed sustainable
solvents as an alternative to the traditional solvents readily used in the industry. The project consisted of
testing, developing, and promoting alternatives in the marketplace. We used different means to reach
our goal such as technical training, lab and formulation support, and application kits, allowing us to
successfully replace the traditional solvents with sustainable alternatives.
Solvents are used to allow different functionalities, such as increasing solubility, or softening and
removing oil/waxy soils and paints. They are also used to increase volatility, to speed up buffing in
polishes, and to solubilize waxes/oils in polishes and deposit on evaporation. They are further used as
coalescent agents to formulate actives into floor polishes. The main issues with traditional solvents are
hazards, volatility, flammability and solubility.
Our customers appreciated that we offered alternatives to the traditional products, as well as the
necessary technical support. Many of our customers desire more sustainable solutions, and Azelis Home
Care can answer that need by actively promoting these products, with the formulation kit below being
just one of the ways we achieve this.

Super Safe

Sustainable

Sensory

• Pure White
Cream Cleaner

• Hippie Eco
Oven Cleaner

• Flower Power
Biocidal Cleaner

• Gentle Green APC

• Pure Purple
Power Degreaser

• Fabulous Air
Freshener
• Funky Cling-On
Window Cleaner

Disclaimer: Sample formulations are provided for your convenience but Azelis does not warrant their merchantability, fitness for use,
performance, safety, microbiological profile or freedom from patent infringement. They are not commercial formulations and have not been
subjected to extensive testing. It is your responsibility to thoroughly test any formulations before use. All warranties, indemnities or liabilities
implied or expressed by law are hereby excluded by Azelis to the fullest extent permitted by law.

visit azelis.com
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Azelis in Action: Replacing volatile ingredients
with reliable and sustainable alternatives
Azelis Canada’s Essentials team helped a customer replace d-limonene by Clean®1200 supplied by
Elevance. Used as a cleaner in cleaning formulas in industrial applications, d-limonene is a toxic,
hazardous and an unstable supply ingredient. Supply is drastically affected by weather impacting the
citrus crop, the source for d-limonene. Elevance’s Clean®1200 is much less toxic and hazardous with
lower volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Additionally, it has a less volatile and more sustainable raw
material supply that comes from almost any plant oil.

Azelis in Action: Supporting with the emerging
popularity of oat milk
With oat drinks becoming the fastest emerging category in the non-dairy beverage segment globally,
the Food and Health team of Azelis New Zealand has helped guide a number of food manufacturers
through the production steps of producing oat milk, from the raw material to the finished product.
This has been in close collaboration with the supplier Novozymes who offer a comprehensive toolbox
of enzymatic solutions for oat-based drink production. As the production of oat drinks uses one third
less CO₂ emissions and requires 13 times less water per liter than dairy milk, the New Zealand sales team
is excited to continue supporting customers in making the transition to plant-based dairy alternatives.
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2. Continually assessing our principals and
suppliers and implementing due diligence
processes for CSR
Sustainable sourcing is embedded in our existing sourcing procedures; sustainability is now
an additional parameter that is added to our selection of principals and suppliers, as well as our
supplier onboarding processes.
With the roll-out of TfS we are not only committed to evaluating our supply chain, but also to help
improve the performance of our suppliers on their CSR efforts. It is therefore not a ‘pass or fail’
system but a collaborative approach which fosters the development of new partnerships.

Azelis in Action: Promoting the use of Sustainable
Palm Oil with RSPO
Founded in 2004, the RSPO (Round Table for Sustainable Palm Oil) is a non-profit organization that
develops global standards for sustainable palm oil through the supply chain to minimize the negative
impact of palm oil cultivation on the environment and communities in palm-oil production regions. The
RSPO has more than 4,000 members worldwide who represent all links along the palm oil supply chain.
They have committed to produce, source and/or use sustainable palm oil certified by the RSPO.
Azelis does not produce palm oil or palm oil derivatives, but we have a key role in the supply chain as we
distribute palm oil and its derivatives in the Life Sciences and Industrial Chemicals market segments.
Several local entities have been members for a long time before Azelis Holding SA was granted group
membership in 2017. Since then, our RSPO membership counts 20 entities with distribution licenses
in Europe, Americas and Asia Pacific. Additionally, the United Kingdom and Germany hold an RSPO
certificate for repacking and relabeling.
RSPO membership is an assurance to our customers that the standard of palm oil production is sustainable,
an important step in demonstrating ethical standards and promoting the sustainable use of resources. By
joining RSPO, Azelis is committed to sourcing palm oil products and derivatives from producers that have
the lowest environmental impact, hence contributing to the protection of forests and biodiversity.
This was outlined in the Azelis Corporate Palm and Palm Kernel Oil Policy in 2018 signed by the Azelis
top management.
To view the policy, click here
The annual progress in sourcing of sustainable palm oil has been communicated by Azelis to RSPO since
2017. The total volume sourced since then has increased from 600 tons in 2017 to 1,400 tons in 2019.
The percentage of sustainable palm oil (and derivatives) RSPO certified that Azelis distributes, to the
volume of total palm oil and derived products distributed is approximately 17%.
This proportion (17%) is very similar to the proportion of palm oil globally certified by the RSPO which is 19%.

19%

Proportion of palm
oil globally certified
by the RSPO
Click here to
view the video
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3. Stimulate innovative sustainable formulation
development in our formulation labs
Azelis believes in innovating for a sustainable future. Working together with our customers for a
more sustainable future, we offer the right ingredients and demonstrate innovative formulations
created and evaluated in our labs. To cater to the sustainable product demand of our customers,
our application labs increasingly strive to offer sustainable innovations and concepts. We firmly
believe in ‘Innovation through formulation’ and have been heavily investing in our application
laboratories to be able to fulfill this brand promise. Innovative formulations that come out of our
laboratories have received more than 20 innovation awards from independent industry bodies in
the past years.

Some recent examples of sustainable formulations:
Eco Balance Cleansing Tablet (Personal Care, EMEA)
A water-free foaming cleanser that requires minimal packaging, significantly reducing its carbon footprint.
The consumer can use the product on-the-go or at home with equal ease.
Pea protein shake (Food and Health, EMEA)
A natural, dairy-free and hypoallergenic on-the-go shake, made with pea protein (i.e. plant-based).
An instant pea protein shake with a balanced
taste of nature, full of health benefits.

Pea protein
shake

To find out more about this drink,
get in touch with Hana Svobodová,
Food Application Technologist,
Food & Health, Czech Republic
Hana.svobodova@azelis.cz
+420 727963106

Czech Republic
Nutritional value (calculated)
Energy
Total fat
Of which saturates
Total carbohydrates
Of which sugars
Proteins
Fiber
Salt

Ingredients
Nutralys S85 Plus N
Nutriz MI C
Promitor® 70R
Matcha Powder
Organic Moringa Powder 1% Omega-9
Acerola Cherry 150 NN100509
Masking FLV PDR
FH 4000
Tasteva

Per 100g RTD*
40.37kcal
0.07g
0.00g
3.97g
0.87g
5.42g
1.07g
0.72g

*Calculated on ready-to-drink product. 37g of the
powder blend added to 300ml of water.

visit azelis.com

Waterborne Elastomeric Roof Coatings (CASE, Americas)
Azelis develops multiple formulations for white elastomeric roof coatings. (For an example of such
coatings, see our depiction on page 57 of the new roof coating on our Phoenix warehouse.) These
contribute to energy conservation, extend building life, and protect the environment by using water
rather than organic solvents. A challenge is to ensure that the coating adheres well to the many types of
roofing material, to prevent rainwater leakage. Different formulations have been developed for different
roofing materials. A recent development is our new Multi-Purpose Primer formulation, which will prepare
almost any roofing material for coating with a common topcoat formulation.
Natural surfactants for body, face and hair care (Personal Care, Asia Pacific)
In search of natural surfactant solutions for rinse-off products for body, face and hair care applications,
Azelis developed a customized, plant-based blend of surfactants, with three specialty ingredients from
two different suppliers. This natural solution resulted in a soft foam which is easy to rinse off and comes
with great sensorial properties.
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Azelis in Action: Developing formulas
that reduce water consumption

Our Personal Care labs in the United States
have developed multiple formulas that are
water‑free, have reduced water content or are
cold-processable. While we often think water has
an endless supply, there is a shortage of good
water in many countries and locations within the
USA. The lower water content means less weight
or smaller packages to ship which saves on gas
and more product shipped to the stores in the
same trucks. Cold-processable formulas are also
better for the environment as they reduce energy
consumption: no heating is needed, which helps
reduce production time. Reducing water waste,
gas consumption, and energy usage are today's
challenges, and we are helping our customers to
make this sustainable transition.
Ali Witwit, Vice President Innovation & Product Development,
Azelis Americas
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Our commitment to sustainable procurement

Azelis in Action: Improving sustainability
in the plant-care business
The Azelis Specialty Agri/Horti market segment works across multiple levels to support and improve
sustainability in the plant-care business. The main efforts are dedicated to optimizing uses of strategic
resources, minimizing chemical impact on the environment and improving the safety of applicators.
The most strategic resource in the plant-care business is water, and the optimization of water
management is critical. Azelis delivers several raw materials and finished products that help growers to
improve the management of water. Next to that, the Azelis teams contribute to minimizing the chemical
impact of products on the environment.
The most effective ways to reduce chemical risk on the environment are:
• Minimization of out-of-target products. We offer customers antidrift adjuvants and seed-applied
technologies that keep active ingredients where they are needed.
• Reduction of active ingredient use rate per hectare. We are actively supporting our customers in
re-formulating existing plant protection products (PPP) introducing Azelis proprietary adjuvant
technologies to reduce the use rate of active ingredient per hectare.
• Slow release of fertilizers. A proportion of nutrients that growers provide to crop are lost because of
volatilization, leaching and fixation. Azelis is offering several technologies to alleviate these issues.
Azelis also strives to improve the safety of applicators. By replacing standard solvent-based formulations
with eco-friendly solvent or water-based systems, we are taking care of applicators and the environment.
We are also replacing black-listed co-formulants with safer technologies. Azelis is also helping formulators
to replace Wettable Powders (WP) that are dusty and difficult to handle, into more suitable liquid
formulations like Suspension Concentrates (SC), Oil Dispersions (OD) and Capsule Suspensions (CS).

The demand of more sustainable products from
customers is a reality today; we have witnessed
an increased interest in products certified against
sustainability standards (e.g. RSPO, Bio, Fairtrade,
Cosmos, etc.) but also products that reduce CO₂
emissions, improve the performance of life
cycle assessments and contribute to the circular
economy. We believe that working and thinking
together for more sustainable solutions can
only strengthen relationships with our business
partners who are equally responsible and
equally dedicated to preserving resources for
future generations.
Vikash Raj, Market Segment Director, Food & Health, Azelis Asia Pacific
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Our commitment to fair business practices

We conduct our business in a responsible way,
standing by high ethical standards across all
areas of our diverse business. Our ingrained
Code of Conduct gives confidence to our
employees, customers, principals, shareholders,
and all other stakeholders, and establishes
a benchmark in our industry.
Gerrit De Vos, Chief Compliance Officer

At Azelis we operate a robust global corporate compliance program, which includes the Code of Conduct
as a base policy dealing with ethical business behavior. Our Code of Conduct is supplemented with
ancillary compliance policies, which allow for a more profound approach to critical areas of compliance,
such as the Anti-Bribery & Fraud Prevention Policy, the Competition and Antitrust Policies, and the
Export Control Policy. All compliance policies are complemented by extensive training programs.
Any alleged violations of policies and procedures in relation to ethical business behavior are dealt with
by the HR and Compliance department, depending on the nature of the case, both on a regional and a
group level. Azelis has a dedicated SpeakUp! Policy which sets out the reporting mechanism as well as a
description of the process for investigating any alleged misconduct.
In terms of monitoring and audit, Azelis has introduced an In Control and Compliance Self-Assessment
software tool, which facilitates an annual self-assessment by management of the effectiveness of a
pre‑defined set of internal controls, including compliance. These self-assessments occur at entity,
regional (Americas, Asia Pacific and EMEA) and corporate level. From November 2019, Azelis has
also established a dedicated internal audit function that focuses on auditing compliance with Azelis’
compliance program.
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Conducting our
business in a
responsible way

Adhering to
fair operating
practices

Participating in
the development
of society

SDGs we contribute to:

KPIs
• Number of breaches in ethical
behavior policies: 2

• % of employees being trained
in ethical behavior policies
such as e-learning, Code of
Conduct, anti-bribery: 98.22%

• Number of social
development actions
(philanthropy): 129
philanthropic initiatives

Because giving back matters
In 2018, the Azelis charity fund 'Because giving back matters' was set up as a part of our CSR
program. With this fund, we can give back, as a company and as a community. Every year, we
contribute to a charitable cause chosen by Azelis employees. We've identified three important
areas to choose from every year: environment, nutrition and education.
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1. Conducting our business in a responsible way
With the launch of the Azelis Code of Conduct back in 2010, we expressed the ambition to
create a working environment that is safe for all employees and where we act with honesty,
integrity and mutual respect. Today, our Code of Conduct remains the cornerstone of a robust
compliance program and since its launch, it has been complemented with many other policies
and guidelines which all serve that same purpose. Azelis is determined to create a culture
where employees are encouraged to speak up in a safe environment, where they will not feel
victimized or retaliated against.

To accommodate a safe working environment
at Azelis, we introduced the SpeakUp! Policy in
April 2020 which describes how employees can
report a serious concern or breach of the Code of
Conduct, and how a report will be handled within
our organization. We also established the Azelis
SpeakUp! Line: it is operated by a third-party
and allows both employees and third parties to
anonymously report misconduct.
Jia Yu Peh, HR Director, Azelis Asia Pacific

If you know
of or suspect any
serious misconduct
under the Code of
Conduct, you can
report it in one of
the following
ways:

1. Talk to your line manager
as a first point of contact
Or if you don’t feel comfortable doing this,
you’re welcome to…

2. Go to your HR or
Compliance Department
Or if you don’t feel comfortable doing this,
and as a last resort…

3. Use the Azelis SpeakUp! Line
(available 24/7) and report in
full confidentiality
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2. Adhere to fair operating practices
As part of the onboarding process, Azelis’ HR departments require a mandatory review and
acknowledgement of all key compliance policies, including the Azelis Code of Conduct, by our
employees in order to ensure they adhere to the high ethical standards in the conduct of our
business. To further support the full understanding of our policies and internal regulations
across our entire workforce, a full suite of training programs is organized both by means of
in-person and online trainings. Each year, a mandatory online Knowledge Review on the ethical
business behavior is organized to further ensure that all employees remain abreast of Azelis’
compliance culture.
Click here

to view our Code of Conduct.
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3. Participate in the development of society
At Azelis, we empower our people to play a vital role in their communities. As we are increasingly
focusing on CSR in everything we do, various teams in the company have chosen CSR-related
activities as the theme for their team building events. Examples such as a beach cleaning in Port
Dickson, Negeri Sembilan, Malaysia and working with the Elephant Conservation Center in KhaoYai, Thailand to learn about protection of elephants and how to fertilize a banana tree, the main
food source for elephants.

Azelis in Action: Preparing a thousand meals
for homeless people in Australia
In September 2019, Azelis Australia’s team activity involved preparation of more than a thousand meals
for homeless people, facilitated by Our Big Kitchen, a community kitchen with a mission to inspire
individuals to come together to help people in need.

Team in Australia 2019
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Azelis in Action: Partnering with allnex in providing hand
sanitizers to support the fight against Covid-19
Azelis and allnex, a global leader in industrial coating resins and one of Azelis’ principals for its CASE
market segment, have set up a collaboration for the development, repacking and distribution of hand
sanitizers to nursing homes and hospitals. Being a critical hygiene product to prevent the further spread
of the Coronavirus, allnex produced almost 5,000 liters of hand sanitizers for donation. Azelis on its
turn facilitated the refilling of the solution into one liter and five liter bottles (with Azelis/allnex branded
labels) which were then donated to several health institutes in Europe. This charitable action was fueled
by the outstanding partnership between allnex and Azelis and stimulated by the dedication to ethical
commitments that the two companies share.
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Our commitment to resources and environment

We comply with all legislative requirements,
aligning our sustainability strategy with the
Responsible Care® and Responsible Distribution®
Acts to ensure a sustainable use of resources along
with continually reducing the environmental
impact of our business. Our respect for the
environment is deeply rooted in all we do.
Maria J. Almenar Martin, Group SHEQ and
Sustainability Director

At Azelis, product stewardship is key: we ensure that all our products are used, packaged, labeled,
dispatched and disposed of in accordance with the local and governmental legislation. We proactively
provide the necessary advice and information to all partners along our supply chain to help them ensure
their safety and health, as well as the protection of the environment.
Product stewardship is one of the essential features of a truly sustainable product offering. Through our
widespread network of local regulatory affairs experts, we provide advice on potential product-related
health, safety and environmental risks to our customers, as well as guidance on applicable product
legislation and new regulatory trends to support our customers and suppliers.
Our product stewardship support center in Mumbai, India, centralizes the creation of new product items
and keeps our information updated to ensure full compliance. The creation of SDS (Safety Data Sheets) is
also centralized in the same location. In 2018 we appointed a new SDS software provider to ensure SDS
compliance worldwide. This followed a formal selection process, which allowed us to choose the best
possible software provider to meet the global demands of Azelis for SDS creation. The software chosen
from a third-party provider was formally introduced to all relevant local regulatory personnel with an
action plan for the implementation process. With the introduction of this new software, Azelis is able to
create SDS faster and ensure global compliance in all the languages of the countries where we distribute
our products. All detailed health and safety information is contained within the SDS, which are distributed
automatically to our customers.

Support center team in India
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Reduce energy
consumption
while maximizing
renewable
energies sources

Reduce waste
while maximizing
recycling

Prevent
environmental
incidents

SDGs we contribute to:
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Our commitment to resources and environment

Indicators
1. Reduce energy
consumption while
maximizing renewable
energy sources

2. Reduce waste
while maximizing
recycling

3. Prevent
environmental
incidents

KPIs:

KPIs:

KPIs:

• Ratio of carbon emissions
per employee Scope 1 and 2:
5.3 tCO₂e/employee

• Total waste per employee
(office and laboratories):
0.23 ton

• Number of environmental
incidents in owned
warehouses: 0

• Percentage weight obsolete
stock (31.12.2019): weight of
products sold 2019: 3.7%

• Number of environmental
incidents in external
warehouses: 0

tCO₂e = tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent

• Ratio of carbon emissions
per quantity of products sold
(storage, transport according
to incoterms): 0.15*
For this calculation, we considered
total CO₂ emissions Scope 3 (tons) and
the total quantity of products sold in
2019 (tons).
*

• Number of environmental
incidents during transportation
of our products: 0
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Our commitment to resources and environment

1. Reduce energy consumption while
maximizing renewable energy sources
Azelis is working on action plans to reach our targets for reducing the carbon footprint of our
operations (Scope 1), as well as indirect emissions (Scope 2 and 3).
Our main sources of carbon emissions are direct emission from our own operations i.e. petrol
or diesel from our own fleet cars and indirect emissions: use of electricity in our offices and
from logistics.

Azelis in Action: Reducing energy consumption
in our Runcorn, UK office
The new Azelis office in Runcorn, UK has implemented the following measures
to reduce energy consumption:
1. All lights are motion-activated, low-energy LEDs
2. Modern, high-performance double glazing
3. Modern, efficient heating system replaces old and inefficient gas-fed boiler
4. Centralized printing to encourage less paper consumption
5. Cold water filtration system to reduce single-use water bottles

At our Phoenix distribution center, we have
installed a white elastomeric roof coating that
actively lowers inside-working temperatures
and reduces the need to run temperaturecontrolling devices, such as swamp coolers
and air conditioners.
Andy Lovenduski, Director of Warehousing and Logistics,
Azelis Americas

Our Phoenix facility
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2. Reduce waste while maximizing recycling
Azelis is working on action plans to reduce the waste produced as a result of our business activity, for
example, the volume of paper used in our offices. To achieve this, we actively encourage employees
to avoid unnecessary printing, and also collect used paper for recycling. Separately, when products in
our warehouses can no longer be sold due to quality issues, they are systematically sent to specialized
waste management companies that can either recycle them or give them a second use.
Furthermore, we are monitoring waste management and we have waste segregation programs in
our offices, laboratories and external parties when it comes to destruction of products that can no
longer be sold.

Azelis in Action: Re-thinking the role of and value
of used cardboard boxes
Arabella Lane, Samples Administrator, Azelis UK, came up with the great idea to re-use cardboard boxes
for sending out samples to our customers:
I joined the Samples department a year ago, but I’ve been passionate about recycling for a
long time. Having children flipped the switch and made me conscious of the world’s resources
and climate change. The Samples department receives many parcels daily, so we’re constantly
dealing with many forms of packaging. I discovered in a supplier’s delivery what appeared to
be cardboard matting, which gave me the eureka moment! A search on the internet revealed
specialist cutting machines that could turn waste cardboard into ‘padding’. Gathering the
figures of what was currently spent on the new packaging material in a one-year period added
to the economic as well as sustainable justification of purchasing this machine.

Azelis in Action: Optimizing recycling and reducing waste
across the world
Many Azelis offices have implemented initiatives to reduce waste and optimize recycling. These include
waste-sorting programs, the use of podless coffee machines with Fairtrade grain coffee, packing our
samples with reusable materials, and consuming water in reusable bottles.
At the Azelis Shanghai office, we started implementing waste sorting requirements in April of 2019.
Initially, we classified waste according to recyclable A4 paper, wet garbage, recyclable garbage, and toxic
and hazardous garbage. In September 2019, in order to synchronize with the requirements of the local
government, the garbage classification was changed to dry garbage, wet garbage, recyclable garbage,
and toxic and hazardous garbage. During this period, SHEQ and HR colleagues in Shanghai conducted
various training sessions on garbage classification, including garbage identification and on-site garbage
disposal guidelines.
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Azelis in Action: Sustainable waste management
practices in Australia
Our St Mary’s manufacturing facility in Azelis Australia takes a sustainable approach to waste management.
General waste is split between plastic, cardboard or paper and general waste, which passes over a
weighbridge for accurate records of disposal or recycling.
All drains at our waste treatment plant are block, shut or lead, allowing us to capture all run-off water,
rainwater or – in the case of an emergency – allowing accidental spills to be stopped, processed and checked.
In production we treat the wastewater, removing the solids from the water, and we are continually looking
for ways to reduce the solid content in our waste, trialing methods like bio reactions and drum filtering.

Azelis in Action: Reducing waste across the Americas
In addition to taking obvious steps such as cutting down on paper use, Azelis Americas has been
implementing various initiatives to control waste and increase recycling. In 2019, Azelis Americas
embarked on a program aimed at controlling waste at the source – the beginning of the supply chain.
Efforts have been focused on working with key suppliers to ensure Azelis receives products that are
innovative, require the least amount of packaging, and are potentially recyclable. In addition, the
company is also actively seeking steps to reuse or recycle material to reduce landfill, including office
and industrial waste, as well as various types of e-waste.
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3. Prevent environmental incidents
At Azelis, we place the utmost importance on the prevention of environmental incidents.
Therefore, we have strong HSE policies and procedures in place and an emergency response
system. Furthermore, a group of owners, members, corporate officers and critical stakeholders,
including the highest level of management, are involved in the development, communication and
implementation of Responsible Care® and Responsible Distribution® Programs, in order to reduce
the number of environmental incidents.

Company-specific emergency preparedness and
response procedure
Azelis has appointed the National Chemical Emergency Centre (NCEC) as its out-of-office service
provider and uses its Carechem 24 program to provide 24-hour, 7-days-a-week coverage in case of an
accident involving our products. This is a multilingual service that covers all of the languages where Azelis
has an office. In practice, this service provides a range of contact numbers which can be used depending
on the country or region, and these numbers are included in all our branded SDS.
If ever an emergency should occur, the NCEC provides Azelis with an incident report, which details the
nature of the issue and the actions taken to resolve it. With this service, Azelis can permanently provide its
customers an emergency response procedure at any time in any language.

Responsible Care® and Responsible Distribution®
Through sharing of information and a system of checklists, performance indicators and verification
procedures, Responsible Care® enables us to demonstrate how our environmental performance has
improved over the years, and to develop policies for further improvement.

Training is of paramount importance to achieve our
environmental objectives
Local SHEQ managers train the local teams on our HSE policies and incident prevention. We want to
ensure that all warehouse employees are properly informed on how to handle dangerous/hazardous
goods (appropriate equipment, goods properly marked, safety sheet on each packaging) and how to
prevent a possible release to the environment. Additionally through our internal audit program, we verify
the environmental performance and compliance of our subcontracted service providers.
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Annex – GRI table

KPIs
CSR topic

GRI Code
Number

Topic-specific disclosure

Total

People

GRI 404-1
GRI 401-1
GRI 405-1
GRI 405-1
GRI 405-1
GRI 405-1
GRI 405-1

Number of training hours per employee
% internal promotions vs opened job positions
Number of women on 31/12/2019 (FTE)
% of women on 31/12/2019
Number of men on 31/12/2019 (FTE)
% of men on 31/12/2019
Number of women in the General Management Team (GMT) on
31/12/2019
% of women in the GMT on 31/12/2019
Number of men in the General Management Team (GMT) on
31/12/2019
% of men in the GMT on 31/12/2019
Employee satisfaction survey 2018 - score of one of the
statements of the driver of engagement ‘Working conditions’:
“It is easy to combine a career and my personal life in my
company”.
Employee satisfaction survey 2018 - score of one of the
statements of the driver of Engagement ‘Total remuneration’:
“There are equal opportunities for everybody no matter who
you are”.
Employee satisfaction survey 2018 - score of one of the
statements of the driver of engagement ‘Learning and
development’: “I can influence my professional and personal
development”.
Number of nationalities
Age population - % 29 years of age and below
Age population - % between 30 & 39
Age population - % between 40 & 49
Age population - % between 50 & 59
Age population - % 60 years of age & above
To be reported in 2021

9.4
37.0%
1143.2
53.3%
1002.2
46.7%
13

Number of breaches in ethical behavior policies
% of employees being trained in ethical behavior policies
(e-learning, code of conduct, anti-bribery, etc)
Number of social development actions (philanthropy)

2
98.2%

GRI 405-1
GRI 405-1
GRI 405-1

Sustainable
procurement
Fair business
practices

GRI 205-3
GRI 205-2
GRI 413-1

Resources and
environment

GRI 305-4
GRI 305-4

GRI 306-2
GRI 306-2
GRI 307-1
GRI 307-1
GRI 307-1

Ratio of carbon emissions per employee (scope 1 and scope 2)
(tCO2e/employee)
Ratio of carbon emissions per quantity of products sold
(storage, transport according to incoterms) (tCO2e/tons of sold
products)
Total waste per employee (Office & Laboratories) (tons/
employee)
Percentage weight obsolete stock (31.12.2019): weight of
products sold 2019
Number of environmental incidents in owned warehouses
Number of environmental incidents in external warehouses
Number of environmental incidents during transportation

20.6%
50
79.4%
70

70

74

44
13.0%
26.1%
26.8%
24.6%
9.5%

129
philanthropic
actions
5.3
0.15

0.23
3.7%
0
0
0
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People
CSR topic

GRI Code
Number

FTE
Gender

GRI 102-7
GRI 405-1
GRI 405-1
GRI 405-1

Age

Origin
Occupational
injury and
accident

General
Management
Team (GMT)

Departures
and attrition
Annual appraisal

Vacation

Topic-specific disclosure

Total

Total number of employees (FTE) on 31st December
Number of male employees (FTE) on 31st December.
Number of female employees (FTE) on 31st December
% of female employees (FTE) on total number of employees
(FTE) on 31st December
GRI 405-1 % of male employees (FTE) on total number of employees (FTE)
on 31st December
GRI 102-8 Number of employees (FTE) 29 years of age and below
on 31st December
GRI 102-8 Number of employees (FTE) between 30 and 39 years of age on
31st December
GRI 102-8 Number of employees (FTE) between 40 and 49 years of age on
31st December
GRI 102-8 Number of employees (FTE) between 50 and 59 years of age
on 31st December
GRI 102-8 Number of employees (FTE) 60 years of age and above
on 31st December
GRI 405-1 Number of nationalities on 31st December
GRI 403-2 Number of workplace accidents with no lost time
GRI 403-2 Number of workplace accidents with lost time
GRI 403-2 Total number of lost days due to workplace accidents
GRI 403-2 Theoretical number of hours worked
GRI 403-2 Number of lost hours due to sickness absence
GRI 403-2 Total number of hours worked
GRI 403-2 Workplace accident frequency rate
GRI 403-2 Workplace accident severity rate
GRI 403-2 Rate of sickness
GRI 405-11 Number of men in GMT at year end (31.12)
GRI 102-22
GRI 405-11 Number of women in GMT at year end (31.12)
GRI 102-22
GRI 405-11 % of women in GMT at year end (31.12)
GRI 102-22
GRI 401-1 Unwanted attrition

2145.4
1002.2
1143.2
53.3%

GRI 404-3

1,908

GRI 404-3
GRI 401-2

GRI 401-2
GRI 401-2

Number of employees who have completed the annual
appraisal during the reporting period
% of employees who have received an annual appraisal
Total number of vacation days that employees can take
during the reporting period, i.e. holiday entitlement in the
reporting period
Total number of vacation days employees have taken
during the reporting period
% of vacation days taken at year end vs. holiday entitlement

46.7%
279.3
559.0
574.0
528.8
204.4
44
53
7
50
3,758,829
57,247.6
3,701,581.4
1.9
0.0
1.5
50
13
20.6%
7.7%

87.2
46,659.3

278,712.2
61.5
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CSR topic

GRI Code
Number

Internal
promotion

GRI 404-3
GRI 404-3

Training

Social
performance

Topic-specific disclosure

Total

Total number of internal promotions during the reporting period
Number of vacancies / open positions during the reporting
period
GRI 404-3 % of internal promotions vs. vacancies/ open positions during
the reporting period
GRI 404-1 Number of employees who have attended at least 1
training during the reporting period
GRI 404-1 Total number of training hours attended by employees
during the reporting period
GRI 404-1 Average number of training hours by employees who attended
at least 1 training during the reporting period
GRI 404-1 Average number of training hours by company employee during
the reporting period
GRI 102-41 Number of employees covered by collective bargaining
agreements
GRI 102-41 Number of employees covered by collective bargaining
agreements

120
328
37.0
1,287
20,566.4
16.0
9.4
784
36.5%

Fair business practices
CSR topic

GRI Code
Number

Topic-specific disclosure

Total

Fair business
practices

GRI 205-2

Number of employees having participated in the annual
on-line knowledge review on the Code of Conduct and ethical
business behaviour
Number of employees having successfully completed
the annual on-line knowledge review on the Code of Conduct
and ethical business behaviour
% of employees having successfully completed the annual
on-line knowledge review on the Code of Conduct and ethical
business behaviour
Total number of philanthropic actions during the
reporting period

1,988

GRI 205-2

GRI 205-2

Corporate
citizenship philanthropy

GRI 413-1

1,983

99.8

129
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Resources and environment
CSR topic

GRI Code
Number

Topic-specific disclosure

Total

Energy
consumption

GRI 302-1
GRI 302-1
GRI 302-1
GRI 302-1
GRI 302-1
GRI 302-2

Consumption of electricity (Kwh)
Quantity of electricity from renewable sources (Kwh)
Consumption of natural gas for buildings (Kwh_PCS)
Consumption of heating oil for buildings (m3)
Consumption of coal for buildings (kg)
Quantity of petrol used for vehicles
(cars, trucks, owned fleet, leasing cars…) (m3)
Quantity of diesel used for vehicles
(cars, trucks, owned fleet, leasing cars…) (m3)
Quantity of LPG used for vehicles
(cars, trucks, owned fleet, leasing cars…) (m3)
Total CO2 emissions scope 1 (tCO2e) - direct emissions,
controlled sources e.g. fleet cars (petrol/diesel)
Total CO2 emissions scope 2 (tCO2e) - electricity, heating, etc.
Total CO2 emissions scope 3 (tCO2e)
Total CO2 emissions (tCO2e)

5,430,983.9
1,063,868
10,314,871
26.8
0
1,246.5

GRI 302-2
GRI 302-2
CO2 emissions

GRI 305-1

Waste offices

GRI 305-2
GRI 305-3
GRI 305-1
GRI 305-2
GRI 305-3
GRI 305-4
GRI 305-3
GRI 305-3
GRI 305-3
GRI 305-3
GRI 306-2

Waste
laboratories
Water

GRI 306-2
GRI 306-5
GRI 303-1

CO2 emission intensity
Emissions generated by air transport of products (tCO2e)
Emissions generated by road transport of products (tCO2e)
Emissions generated by rail transport of products (tCO2e)
Emissions generated by sea transport of products (tCO2e)
Weight of generated waste (hazardous and non hazardous)
(office) - tons
Weight of generated waste (hazardous and non hazardous)
(labs) (t)
Total waste generated per employee (office and laboratories) (t)
Quantity of water used m3

1,024.3
0
9020.0
2,603.7
185,685.8
197,309.6

0.0
5,918.3
118,634.9
1,066.6
58,200.5
489.5
6.0
0.2
36,449.2
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Contacts
Azelis
Posthofbrug 12 Box 6
2600 Berchem
Belgium
Maria J. Almenar Martin
Group SHEQ & Sustainability Director
maria.almenar@azelis.com
Marina Kaptein
Group Communications Director
marina.kaptein@azelis.com
Send us feedback
communications@azelis.com
Click here

for more information

Image disclaimer: All the images featured in this
report were taken prior to the Covid-19 pandemic.

visit azelis.com/en/sustainability

